
Shark Tank India Judge, Aman Gupta Visited
BIMTECH
Read More

Masterclass Series Session 6: Mastering
Franchising In India: Start To Success
Read More

11 September 2023, AIC-BIMTECH Incubated
Startup Founder, Ms. Sonali Jha, received the
prestigious global award #empowHERaccess at
#WICxIndia 2023 by Women in Cloud, Veeam
Software, ET Edge and Tech Observer for
dedication to technology and exceptional
contributions to the transformative realms of
#cloud and #artificialintelligence ecosystem. Read
More

6 September 2023, AIC-BIMTECH Khoj Program
Startup “Infiheal Healthcare Private Ltd”, Founder,
Ms.  Srishti Srivastava  won 1st Runners up Award
in the IBM NASSCOM AI Grand Challenge for its
novel and scalable approach to mental healthcare.
Read More
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Episode 5 - Insightsphere: Idea To IPO : The
Path from Inception to Public
In the fifth episode of InsightSphere, we talk to 
Mr. Alok Bansal, the co-founder of India’s own
fintech unicorn, . We discuss the journey of the
company, what was the founding idea and how it
has evolved over time. We discuss the importance
of investor interest and the availability of capital to
make a business work and the importance of a
good organizational culture for long term success.
PB Fintech, commonly known as PolicyBazaar

Balancing Act: Layoffs in Startup ecosystem
The Start-Up Reality Check: Exploring Layoffs in the
World of Innovation and Growth! Dive into the
surprising side of start-ups, where job cuts are
causing waves. Don't miss out on our latest blog –
an exploration of the uncharted intricacies that lie at
the heart of the start-up world. Know More

From Silicon Valley to Silicon Bharat: India's
Startup Ecosystem in the AI Capital Race
The startup ecosystem in India has also seen
significant developments on the AI front, be it the
increasing amount of funding available to AI based
start-ups or the development of support structures
such as innovation centres focused solely on the AI
sector..Know More
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Dunzo Faces Another Cofounder
Exit: Mukund Jha Set To Leave
Cash-Strapped Startup
Read More

VC FUNDING DECLINES 59%
IN 9 MONTHS OF 2023 
Read More

Govt’s big leg-up for Startup Inc;
Antler India closes Rs. 500 crore
maiden fund 
Read More
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